Observations with cytochemistry and ultracryotomy on the fine structure of the expanding walls in actively elongating plant cells.
Ultracryotomy with negative staining and cytochemistry (periodic acid - thiocarbohydrazide - silver proteinate test for polysaccharides, in conjunction with mild extractions) were used to study the architecture of the cell wall and its modifications during expansion. Those techniques were applied to the study in situ of the walls of actively elongating parenchyma of mung bean (Phaseolus aureus), and pea (Pisum sativum) root and of collenchyma of celery (Apium graveolens) petioles. These complementary techniques provide information on the 3-dimensional disposition and fine structure of the subunits of the wall. In all the examples examined, the bulk of growing primary wall appears well-ordered and no progressive evolution from a transverse texture near the plasmalemma to a scattered texture near the middle lamella was observed. It seems unlikely that the development of the wall structure in relation to growth could be explained mechanically by a passive shift of the fibrillar elements in response to cellular stress. There is no evidence for an inert change in fibrillar orientation in the major part of the wall. If such occurs the process is limited to the outermost and senescent part of the wall. Thus, the texture observed does not agree with the classical multinet growth hypothesis but rather with the idea of an ordered structure of the primary wall. With the latter, the components should be able to respond in different ways to specific growth regulators and other environmental signals and thus exert a more positive control over the processes of oriented cell growth.